Upcoming Construction Project & Bus Stop Relocation

When: Effective October 2022 until further notice (through 2024-25)

Routes Impacted:
- Bear Transit: Central Campus (C-Line), Perimeter (P-Line)
- AC Transit Lines: 52, 65, 67, and F

Why: Due to the Gateway Project, bus stops at Hearst and Le Conte/Arch (Bus Stop #58558) and University and Oxford (Bus Stop #50400) will be consolidated to accommodate construction and adequate bus stop spacing.

New Bus Stop: Board buses at Oxford and Berkeley Way, in front of Genetics (330 feet North of the existing bus stop at University and Oxford; and 2 blocks South and West of the Hearst/Arch stop), or at North Gate at Euclid/Hearst (.25 mile east of the Arch stop)

Westbound AC Transit Line 65 & Bear Transit R Line stops unaffected